
As the future
takes shape

Ferranti will
guide you to it

Ferranti has been active in military aircraft mission
planning since 1975 and in the field of electro-optic cartographic
systems for military aircraft for over twenty years. In addition,
sophisticated combined map and electronic displays are
currently in production for Tornado, F/A-18 and Jaguar while
ground-based aids like TACPLAN greatly increase aircraft
mission effectiveness.

Ferranti is Europe's most experienced manufacturer of
space guidance systems and is supplying inertial systems for
guidance and control of Ariane launch vehicles.

For land navigation and attitude reference Ferranti PADS,
Position and Azimuth Determining System, for vehicle or
helicopter mounting was the first inertial survey system in
military service; a commercial version, FILS, is also available.

Ferranti Defence Systems Limited
Navigation Systems Department,
Silverknowes, Ferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 4AD
Telephone: 031-332 2424 Telex: 727101

FERRANTI
Navigation Systems
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THE

INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC

REVIEW
Half-yearly, 160 pages (approx.) 18 x 27 cm. Price 110 French francs*

Yearly subscription 200 French francs*

Among the papers of interest in the January 1985 issue are:

- Why a Hydrographic Office? CD. W. HASLAM)

Recent developments in high-accuracy microwave positioning systems
(I. C. TEUNON)

Loran-C latitude-longitude conversion at sea: Programming considerations
(J. R. MCCULLOUGH, B. J. IRWIN & R. M. BOWLES)

PUBLISHED BY THE

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
7, av. President J. F. Kennedy,

B.P. 345-MC 98000 MONACO

The Bureau also publishes monthly

THE INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC BULLETIN

A bilingual journal-English and French-giving news of hydrographic
activities worldwide. Lists in detail charts published by Member States of the
International Hydrographic Organization, and contains a selective biblio-
graphy of recent works in the fields of hydrography, descriptive oceano-
graphy, navigation, cartography, etc.

Approx. 30 pages, 21 x 30 cm, 13.50 French francs per copy*
Yearly subscription: 135 French francs*

* Postage extra
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BUILT BY WHO?
OWNED BY WHO!

IDENTIFIED BY JANE'S
With Jane's Merchant Ships 1985-86 you can identify virtually all
merchant ships at sea today. First established in the 1930's, the
Talbot-Booth recognition system used is accepted as the most accurate
and comprehensive method of identifying ships. The second edition of
this unique guide contains at least 10,000 line drawings representing
some 1,400 ships, with further up-to-the-minute information on
approximately 8,000 vessels. All illustrations are to a scale of 1.2400 and
are grouped accordingly to similarity of characteristics.

These are linked to a ship data section which provides information
such as: where they were built; when they were built; gross tonnage and
dimensions: other names: sister and similar ships; plus much, much more.

Only Jane's Merchant Ships can give you all this invaluable
information in one single volume edition.

JANE'S
MERCHANT SHIPS
Where the facts are found!

For details of this and other Jane's titles contact:
Jane's Publishing Co Limited, 238 City Road,

London EC1V 2PU
Tel: 01-251 9281 Tlx: 894689

Jane's Publishing Inc, 13th Floor, 135 West 50th Street,
New York NY10020, USA

Tel: (212) 586 7745 Tlx: 125732
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THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION

THE OBJECT of the Institute is to unite in one body those who are
concerned with or who are interested in the science and art of navigation.

Membership is not restricted to those who hold professional qualifications,
but is open to others who wish to further the aims of the Institute.

By coordinating the knowledge and achievements of marine and air
navigators, scientists and those associated with the development and production
of navigational equipment, the work of the Institute is directed towards raising
the standard of navigation. In the field of education it is the aim of the Institute
to bring practical navigators into contact with teachers and research workers
to increase a common appreciation of the issues involved. It is an object of
the Institute to encourage research in equipment and methods; through its
publications it gives a wide circulation to original work on navigation so that
new developments and suggestions can be appreciated by those most directly
concerned with them.

The activities of the Institute include the holding of monthly meetings to
discuss specific problems, the publication of a Journal and of other works
concerned with different aspects of navigation, and such other activities as the
Council may deem necessary to promote knowledge in navigation and its
associated sciences.

The Journal of Navigation is issued free to all Members and contains a full
account of the Institute's proceedings. It prints the papers which are presented
at meetings, together with their ensuing discussion, and other original papers
contributing to the science of navigation. It also contains a record of current
navigational work, reviews of important books, and general papers of interest
to navigators and those with similar interests.

The work of the Institute is coordinated with that of similar societies abroad,
whose proceedings are available to members.

Membership. There are five classes of membership of the Institute:

(1) HONORARY MEMBERS, who shall be distinguished persons upon
whom the Council may see fit to confer an honorary distinction.

(2) FELLOWS, who shall be members, of at least three years' standing
who, in the opinion of the Council, have made a contribution of value
to navigation.

(3) MEMBERS, who shall be persons over twenty-one years of age who
can satisfy the Council of their interest in navigation.

(4) STUDENT MEMBERS, who shall be persons under twenty-five years
of age studying with a view to making navigation, or an allied interest,
their career.

(j) CORPORATE MEMBERS, who shall be companies, universities,
navigation schools, government departments and other organizations,
here and abroad, who are directly or indirectly interested in the science
of navigation. Corporate Members are entitled to send representative to
all Institute meetings and to receive six copies of the Journal, and other
publications. They are encouraged to take an active part in the Institute's
work. Applications should be sent by letter addressed to the Director.

Subscriptions. Annual subscriptions to the Institute are payable in
advance as follows:

Members and Fellows . . . . . . £23.00
Student Members . . . . . . . £j.oo
Corporate Members . . . . . . . £IJO.OO

The Institute's financial year begins on 1 July. Members in any category
who are elected after 1 January in any year are only due for one half of their
subscription until 1 July, when the full subscription for the next year becomes
due.
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TRACIVB
PROFESSIONAL SURVEY SYSTEMS

Mobilise in hours with no performance
risk using Qubit's TRACIV B Survey
Systems! Hundreds of completed
contracts and satisfied clients testify to
an unrivalled capability for delivering on
lime and to specification.
Trac systems for:-
Hydrographlc Survey: used and
accepted for Ministry of Defence work
since 1983.
Pipeline ROV Survey: to Shell and
Statoil specification since 1981.
Barge work: on cross channel cable
project for CEGB since 1982,
are just some of Qubit's quiet
achievements. TRAC IV B not only
provides all real-time functions, the
interfacing and integration of survey
data, operator displays and logging
information, - but also complete
onboard processing of data. Thus
reports and fair chart drawings can be
completed within hours.

The ruggedised compact systems
are easily shipped and installed.
Operators findthem effective and
friendly, making for efficient vessel and
equipment operation. Reports and
drawings can be finalised on-board and
fast response for systems, spares or
support is our business.
Contact Qubit for a survey system as
tough as your contract.

Qublt UK Limited
251 Ash Road Aldershot
Hampshire GU124DD
Telephone (0252) 331418
Telex 858593 QUBIT G
Oublt Pty Limited
18 Ptowse Street West Perth
Western Australia 6005
Telephone (09) 322 4955
Telex AA93960
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